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About This Game

Tommy Tronic - an old-skool platformer that isn't trying to be anything else! Jumping, shooting, dodging and exploring is all
that's required to help get Tommy to his destination and free his tiny puppy from the clutches of an insane genius school-kid and

his brutal sidekick 'Biffa'. It would be straight forward too, if it wasn't for the fact that this journey will take Tommy through
Gnarly wood; a twisted and eerie forest that adults avoid let alone tiny children! Imagination runs amok as Tommy confronts his

childish fears head on, all in a bid to be reunited with his beloved pal 'Yapz'!

Key features:

Colorful cartoony 3D graphics and smoothly animated 3D characters.
Simple controls & game-play with non-linear level designs.
Secrets & bonuses!
 Amusing plot that is suitable for children or adults.
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if you liked half life 1 you'll love this, ♥♥♥♥ the new bullet sponge aliens tho. OMG, HAS SCIENCE GONE TOO FAR??? I
AM ALMOST AT THE END AND I DIE! AND I RAGEQUIT.. 90+ minutes into the game. Drove the big flatbed truck.
Rolled it and continued to drive. Wait. NO! The TRUCK continued to drive. No driver. Ok. Stopped in Pinewood. Am in
Pinewood. Open a door and get stuck between wall and door. Try everything to het UNSTUCK. Not happening. Shove thumb
up my bum. Wiggle around. Close game. Smirk at monitor. Best 6 bucks spent ever. 10\/10 for best thumb up the bum game..
awesome game, well worth it. Serious Sam Fusion 2017 is said by the developers to be the present and future "platform" for
Serious Sam. They will keep updating it and its engine. Right now it consists of remakes of The First Encounter and The Second
Encounter, as well as BFE, and all of the DLC for all of these on the latest engine with Vulkan and now DX12 (though I can't
keep track of what you need to own to get all of it).

If only more game studios did what Croteam is doing here, by supporting their games like this. They plan to reboot Serious Sam
2 and make it a part of Fusion 2017, and if I recall correctly they even plan to make Serious Sam 4 part of Fusion 2017 (and by
that time I imagine it won't be called Fusion 2017 anymore).

This game has no original content although does support VR. Being able to cumulatively play TFE, TSE, and BFE especially in
co-op with superior optimization and graphics is awesome. Note that DX11 still runs better on NVIDIA systems than
Vulkan\/DX12, and DX12 is more work in progress than Vulkan which is stable but should only be used for AMD systems.

The Second Encounter is a real spectacle, one of the best FPS games out there. So much enemy variety, awesome weapons, and
some of the most original level design of any FPS, full of unique level challenges such as traps, platforming sections that are
always bizarre and different, speed boosting and jump boosting items and props, so much more madness. Words cannot
describe it. The amount of enemies drawn on screen at once is unparalleled by any FPS, which always made Serious Sam
remarkable.

This game is best played cooperatively, though it can be played alone as well. On Serious and Mental difficulty they are insanely
challenging, definitely don't play either of those modes alone.. I like the mechanics that drive this game forward with very few
fetch quests and the like, instead concentrating heavily on dialogue and atmosphere.

Some say GSDW is a short game. On one hand it is, but it manages to tell a complete story during its short stay. The way I see it,
this game appreciates the players' use of time. It doesn't try to stretch the game duration needlessly, there are no extra filler
sections and there's even a very efficient fast travel system. GSDW is simply as long an experience as it needs to be. And I like
it a lot for that.

The characters are life-like, likeable and interesting. The voice-acting is actually fine by me, but the voice quality is a bit modest
- it has that "boxy" studio booth effect to it.

Plot-wise, I loved the duality between realism and some fantastical elements and also how your character's attitude and
interpretation towards what she discovers actually affects the way the story is concluded. There's a really nice balance of open-
endedness combined with concrete conclusion. It's hard to explain thoroughly without spoiling the experience, so if you decide
to play it, you'll see for yourself. ;). Cash back after 10 Minutes - 90 Years Feeling with design shortcomings
Sorry, but:
=> Many Typos (Karriere and not Karrierie), a Mix from German and English or overlaped Text Fragments
=> Bad Menue design, Developers please see to other games - this chaotic and threaded structure was in the 90years "fresh"
(Industry giant) and is only for experimenting freaks with many time. Orange Menues? It is a no go.
=> No Main direction - what is the goal? To connect many more towns with many profit?
=> The Graphic is a matter of taste - for me this is a simply graphic and with 2560 x 1080 resolution is the lower part out of the
screen and with 1980 x 1080 a have the known black boxes.
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My Fazit:
=> I don't will waste my time. A Game it was in 6-12 months ready when the price is on 2-5 EUR. And more is not worth, look
at the existing competition.

Unfortunately, too many third-rate currently trying developers with the Unity engine. Pure Mathematics brings an alone not
continue, you should also understand some of the game design and from fun factor.
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Best VR game hands down.. Truly an improvement over its predecessor, Aquanox 2 progresses faster, the graphics look good
and introduce more colorful environments, and the dialogue is much improved. If it's ever on sale, you should pick it up. Check
out my full review here:

http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=knV2EzpVEss. Lame. Feels unfinished. Fleeing damage is a dumb mechanic. No storyline.
Pointless and boreing.. Great game, perfect for playing while listening to a podcast.. This game is like sitting on a tolet and not
being able to♥♥♥♥♥♥ there should be something but as hard as you push nothing comes out.
. its a very good game its simple and fun to play, the characters are funny and the music complements the game. i recommend
this game, all the people in the family can played and its fun wathc how diferent everybody find the solution.
. Its nice that you made a bunch of different ways to move around the game. The best is probably the walk about, yet it can be
nausiating. The best way to play if you are scared of the dark is the swinger as you can swim to the creepy stuff making it not
actually creepy. Its quite good texture wise, it looks nice. It just isnt scary.
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